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mini-dimensions, 471
shrunken subset, 472
static, 472
user-maintained, 472–473

specifi cation document, ETL development,
502–503

sandbox source system, 503
SQL multipass to avoid fact-to-fact table

joins, 61
staffi ng for program/project planning,

408–409
star joins, 16
star schemas, 8, 40
static dimensions

ETL systems, 472
population, 508

statistics, historic fact table audit, 508
status dimensions, 284
step dimension, 65

clickstream data, 366
sequential behavior, 251–252

stewardship, 135–136
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storage, Lifecycle data, 422
store dimension, 87–89
strategic business initiatives, 70
streaming data, big data and, 536
strings, skill keywords, 276–277
structure screens, 457
student dimension (education case study),

330
study groups, behavior, 64
subsets, shrunken subset dimensions, 472
subtypes, 293–294

fact tables
keys, 294–295
supertype common facts, 295

healthcare case study, 347–348
insurance case study, 384, 387
schemas, 67

summary data, dimensional modeling and, 30
sunsetting, big data management, 533
supernatural keys, 46, 101
supertypes

fact tables, 293–294
keys, 294–295
subtype common facts, 295

healthcare case study, 347–348
insurance case study, 384–387
schemas, 67

surrogate keys, 58, 98–100, 303
assignment, 506
degenerate dimensions, 101
dimension tables, 98–100
ETL system, 475–477

generator, 469–470
fact tables, 102–103
fact table transformations, 516
late arriving facts, 517
lookup pipelining, 510–511

survey questionnaire (HR), 277
text comments, 278

synthetic keys, 98

T
tags, behavior, in time series, 63
team building, Lifecycle business

requirements, 411
representatives, 411–412

technical application design/development 
(Lifecycle), 406

technical architect, 409
technical architecture (Lifecycle), 405,

416–417
architecture implementation phases, 418
model creation, 417
plan creation, 418
requirements

collection, 417
documentation, 417

requirements collection, 417
subsystems, 418
task force, 417

telecommunications case study, 297–299
term dimension (education case study), 330
text comments

dimensions, 65
healthcare case study, 350

text strings, skill keywords, 276–277
text, survey questionnaire (HR) comments,

278
textual attributes, dimension tables, 82
textual facts, 12
The Data Warehouse Toolkit (Kimball), 2, 80
third normal form (3NF) models, 7

entity-relationship diagrams (ERDs), 8
normalized 3NF structures, 8

time
GMT (Greenwich Mean Time), 323
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), 323

timed extracts, CDC (change data capture),
452

time dimension, 80
clickstream data, 361–362

timeliness goals, 4
time-of-day

dimension, 83
fact, 83

time series
behavior tags, 63, 240–242
fi xed time series buckets, date dimensions 

and, 302–303
time shifting, 90
timespan fact tables, 252–254

dual date/time stamps, 254
timespan tracking in fact tables, 62
time varying multivalued bridge tables, 63
time zones

airline case study, 323
GMT (Greenwich Mean Time), 323
multiple, 65
number of, 323
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), 323

tools
dimensional modeling, 432

data profi ling tools, 433
ETL development, 499

transactions, 43, 120, 179
claim transactions (insurance case study),

390
claim accumulating snapshot, 393–394
junk dimensions and, 392
periodic snapshot, 395–396
timespan accumulating snapshot,

394–395
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fact tables, 12, 143–145
healthcare case study, 342
inventory transactions, 116–118
invoice transactions, 187–188
journal entries (G/L), 206–207
numbers, degenerate dimensions, 93–94
order management case study

allocating, 184–186
date, 170–171
deal dimension, 177–178
degenerate dimension, 178–179
header/line patterns, 181–182, 186
junk dimensions, 179–180
product dimension, 172–173

order transactions, 168
audit dimension, 192–193
customer dimension, 174–176
fact normalization, 169–170
multiple currency, 182–184

policies (insurance case study), 379–380
procurement, 142–143
transaction profi le dimension, 49, 179

transportation, 311
airline case study, 311–323
cargo shipper schema, 317
localization and, 324
travel services fl ight schema, 317

travel services fl ight schema, 317
trees (hierarchies), 215

parent/child structure, 216
type 0 (retain original) SCD, 54

retain original, 148–149
type 1 (overwrite) SCD, 54

add to type 2 dimension, 160–162
ETL system, 465
overwrite, 149–150
type 2 in same dimension, 153

type 2 (add new row) SCD, 54, 150–152
accumulating snapshots, 196
customer counts, 243
effective date, 152–153
employee profi le changes, 267
ETL system, 465–466
expiration date, 152–153
type 1 in same dimension, 153

type 3 (add new attribute) SCD, 55, 154–155
ETL system, 467
multiple, 156

type 4 (add mini-dimension) SCD, 55,
156–159

ETL system, 467
type 5 (add mini-dimension and type 1

outrigger) SCD, 55

type 5 (add mini-dimension and type
outrigger) SCD, 160

ETL system, 468
type 6 (add type 1 attributes to type 2

dimension) SCD, 56, 160–162
ETL system, 468

type 7 (dual type 1 and type 2 dimension)
SCD, 56, 162–163

as of reporting, 164
ETL system, 468

U
Unicode, 236–238
uniform chart of accounts, 204
units of measure, multiple, 197–198
updates, accumulating snapshots, 121–122
user-maintained dimensions, ETL systems,

472–473
UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), 323

V
validating dimension model, 440–441
validation, relationships, 504–505
value band reporting, 291–292
value chain, 52

insurance case study, 377–378
integration, 122–123
inventory case study, 111–112

variable depth hierarchies
pathstring attributes, 57
ragged, 215–217
slightly ragged, 214–215
variable depth/ragged hierarchies with

bridge tables, 57
variable depth/slightly ragged hierarchies,

57
version control, 495

ETL system, 488
version migration system, ETL system, 488
visitor identifi cation, web sites, 356–357

W
weekday indicator, 82
WHERE clause, 18
workfl ow monitor, ETL system, 489–490
workshops, dimensional modeling, 38

X–Y–Z
YTD (year-to-date) facts, 61

G/L (general ledger), 206
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